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New at Summit Racing Equipment: Race Gas Fuel Concentrate

Ordinary octane boost additives can only raise octane levels a few points. Race Gas Fuel
Concentrate actually increases the chemical energy of pump gas, resulting in better combustion
at higher compression levels, ultimately improving engine output.

Tallmadge. OH (PRWEB) February 02, 2016 -- Ordinary octane boost additives can only raise octane levels a
few points. That may be OK for eliminating pre-detonation (aka engine knock/ping), but it does little in terms
of performance. Race Gas Fuel Concentrate actually increases the chemical energy of pump gas, resulting in
better combustion at higher compression levels, ultimately improving engine output.

Two ounces of Race Gas Fuel Concentrate will raise the octane of one gallon of gasoline four full octane
points. When properly mixed, 93 octane gas can be brought up to 105 octane, race-ready fuel. Simply calculate
the right mixing ratio, pour it into a tank of ordinary pump gas, and the octane can be raised over 10 points.
Race-Gas.com has a handy blending guide to help with this..

Race Gas doesn't contain lead or other harmful additives. Testers have logged hundreds of engine hours to
ensure that it is safe for O2 sensors and catalytic converters. Race Gas works in race cars, go karts,
snowmobiles, and motorcycles, and boats that require high-octane fuel. It is not intended for aircraft.
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Contact Information
Alan Rebescher
Summit Racing Equipment
+1 (330) 630-0270 Ext: 7406

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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